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ISIS
:: ATK 2 :: DEF 2 :: KA 7 :: IB 5 ::
SPELL EFFECTS:

ANUBIS
:: ATK 2 :: DEF 2 :: KA 5 :: IB 3 ::

ISIS’s CHECKLIST

SPELL EFFECTS:

AMMUT
:: ATK 3 :: DEF 3 :: KA 5 :: IB 1 ::
SPELL EFFECTS:

HORUS
:: ATK 1 :: DEF 2 :: KA 3 :: IB 2 ::
SPELL EFFECTS:

TEFEN
:: ATK 3 :: DEF 1 :: KA 2 :: IB 1 ::
SPELL EFFECTS:

Color in Osiris as you reassemble him!

ISIS’s
SHEET

REFERENCE SHEETS

Canopic Jar. Contains
one of Osiris's pieces.
Isis needs 6 to win the
game.

Shield of the Pharaoh.
When worn, gives Isis 1
extra defend die.

Honey Jar. Isis can eat this
to restore 2 Ka points, or
give it to a monster to
automatically defeat it.

ISIS
Spells - YES
Explore - YES (can loot)
Isis's avatar in the game. If she dies, the game ends with Set as the
victor.
TEFEN the scorpion
Spells - NO
Explore - YES (cannot loot)
Tefen is the loyal pet of Isis. When Isis is attacked he can sacrifice
himself to give her 2 extra defend dice.
HORUS the falcon
Spells - NO
Explore - YES (cannot loot)
Horus can freely fly across mountains, water, and monsters; he can
even carry 1 ally with him at the cost of half his remaining movement.
He rolls 2 dice for movement and takes the larger result.
ANUBIS the jackal
Spells - YES
Explore - YES (can loot)
The nephew of Isis, jackal-headed Anubis is young and brash, but
exceedingly helpful on adventures. He essentially allows you to cast
an extra spell on your turn, and can also claim loot found while
exploring.
AMMUT the beast
Spells - NO
Explore - YES (cannot loot)
A fearsome demon tamed by young Anubis. It can cross water
without a hitch; it can even carry 1 ally with it at the cost of half its
remaining movement. Ammut rolls 2 dice for movement and takes the
smaller result.

Golden Scarab. Isis
can sacrifice this instead
of losing a Ka point.

Golden Ibis. Isis can
sacrifice this to restore
an exhausted spell or
learn a new spell.

STORM of SET
:: Move 1 :: Attack 2 ::
This servant cannot be fought, but it can roll 2 consecutive
lightning attacks that hit on a 6. It can cross mountains and
water, and can move diagonally. It brings violent storms to its
field and all adjacent fields (north, south, east, west) -- the
rain reduces all hero dice rolls by 1 die (to minimum of 1).
COBRA
:: Move 2 :: Attack 1 :: Defend 1 :: Ka 1 :: Ib 1 ::
Like Isis, Cobra scores 2 hits if it rolls a 6.
TRIPEDAL BIRD
:: Move 4 :: Attack 2 :: Defend 2 :: Ka 1 :: Ib 2 ::
This bird can move freely over mountains and water.
LEOPENT
:: Move 4 :: Attack 3 :: Defend 2 :: Ka 1 :: Ib 3 ::
Leopent can cross mountains, but not water.
HIPPO
:: Move 2 :: Attack 4 :: Defend 4 :: Ka 1 :: Ib 3 ::
Hippo can cross water, but not mountains.
PRIEST
:: Move 3 :: Attack 4 :: Defend 3 :: Ka 1 :: Ib 5 ::
Set's wicked priest can summon the Storm of Set to his
location instead of attacking. When in a Priest's field, the
Storm of Set's lightning attacks hit on 4, 5 or 6.

GLUE

FORM OF...FALCON!
Turn yourself or an ally into a falcon.
On its next move, the target may move
to any field on the map instead of
moving normally.
SET...rolls a die and may move the
Storm of Set that many spaces.

CLOUDY SANDALS!
You create a carpet of clouds between
your feet and the ground that allows you
to cross water, mountains, and Trap
Events without incident. The cloud
dissipates at the end of your turn.

BONK!
You use the winds to form a giant mace
out of stone and sunlight! You now
wield 3 attack dice. The next time you
fail to roll any hits in a single attack, the
mace crumbles.
SET...may trade up to 3 Events in his
hand for new ones.

THE HAND OF SHU!
You invoke the power of the wind god
Shu! Move 1 monster to a field of your
choice. That monster loses its next turn.
SET…gains 2 Tripedal Birds.

SET...gains two Tripedal Birds.

SKY SPELLS

RAIN DANCE!
Roll a die: for that many turns, the Storm
of Set cannot harm or hinder you or your
allies (but it can still spawn servants).
SET...may post 2 Events on his next
turn.

FORM OF...LEOPARD!

SUNBEAM ATTACK!

Turn yourself or an ally into a leopard.
The target may cross mountains and
use 2 extra attack dice on its next turn.

Summon the power of Ra to smite 1 of
Set's servants with 4 attack dice, hitting
on 4-6.

SET...gains a Leopent and 2 Cobras.

SET...may trade up to 3 Events in his
hand for new ones.

MIRAGE!
You create a mirage of yourself or one
of your allies. Until the end of the
affected hero's next turn, servants of Set
can only hit him/her on a 6.

STING OF SELKIS!
You harness the power of the scorpion
goddess and give a nasty sting to your
enemies! Whenever you successfully
defend, counter-attack with 2 dice. The
spell wears off when you take damage.

SET…gains a Leopent.
SET…may roll a die and move the
Storm of Set that many spaces.

DESERT SPELLS

SANDSTORM!
You create a sandstorm to envelop your
enemy. The target rolls a die for each Ib
point on its turn: until it rolls a 6, it
cannot move, defend, or take action.
SET...may post 2 Events on his next
turn.

FORM OF...CROCODILE!
Turn yourself or an ally into a crocodile.
The target may cross water and use 2
extra attack dice on its next turn.
SET...gains a Hippo.

CREATE OASIS!
You create food, water, and shade with
a flick of the wrist! The spell-caster rolls
a die for each Ib point: for each 5 or 6,
she heals herself and all allies in her
field for 1 Ka point.

CROCODILIAN ARMOR!

DEADLY REFLECTION!

You summon a mighty croc from the
Nile to aid you in battle, giving you 1
extra die in attack and defense. The
first time you take damage, the croc
goes away.

You cast a watery shield between you
and your enemy. Cast this spell when
you are attacked by a servant or Sphinx
Event: if you are hit, the attack bounces
back and obliterates the enemy!

SET...may post 2 Events on his next
turn.

SET...gains two Tripedal Birds.

WATERGUN!
Your enemy is bombarded with a blast
of water! Roll a die for each of your Ib
points: for each 5 or 6 rolled, the spell
target reduces its attack and defend dice
by 1 (to minimum of 1) until the end of
your next turn.

SET…may draw 1 Event of his choice.
SET…gains two Cobras.

NILE SPELLS

MILK OF LIFE!
You summon a bottle of Hathor’s lifegiving milk! Roll a die and restore that
many lost Ka points. This spell can be
used even after death!
SET...gains a Priest.

CALL OSIRIS!
You contact Osiris in the underworld to
learn where one of his pieces is hidden,
but he isn’t always sure. Choose a City
and sneak a peek at its treasure.
SET…may revive 1 servant who falls in
a future battle.

FLAIL OF PESTILENCE!
You create a blighted flail out of death
and darkness! The next time you attack,
the target receives only 1 defend die.
SET...may trade up to 3 Events in his
hand for new ones.

JUDGMENT SCALES!
Your life is placed on the scales of
judgment! Cast this spell when a Set or
Chance Event is revealed and roll a die
for each of your Ib points: draw a new
Event for each 5 or 6, then choose one
to replace the original Event.
SET…gains 2 Events of his choice.

LIFE SPELLS

CHALICE OF NEPHTHYS!
You summon your sister’s chalice and
revive a fallen ally! However, you must
sacrifice your own Ka points to restore
theirs on a 1 for 1 basis.
SET...gains a Priest and 2 Events of his
choice.

DEAR GOD!
Thoth offers to help. Restore 2
exhausted spells, or learn 2 new
spells.

DEAR GOD!
Sobek reluctantly agrees to help
and rolls a die. For that many
turns, Set cannot command
Cobras or Leopents.

WHY GOD?
Apophis slithers across the
countryside, blighting everything
in his wake. Set gains a Hippo
and 3 Leopents, and trades any
Events in his hand for new ones.

DEAR GOD!
Hathor is in a good mood. She
gives you Milk of Life worth 1 die
roll of Ka points, which you can
drink anytime -- even after death!

DEAR GOD!
Mayet is disgusted by Set's
antics: she forces him to discard
3 Events from his hand.

WHY GOD?
You've annoyed Sobek. He rolls
a die: for that many turns, all
serpentine creatures get 1 extra
die when attacking you or your
allies.

CHANCE EVENTS

DEAR GOD!
Ra pities you a little. Attack 1 of
Set's servants with 5 attack dice,
landing a hit on 4-6.

WHY GOD?
Hathor is in a bad mood. She
attacks one of your allies (Set's
choice) with 4 attack dice, hitting
on 4-6. If you have no allies, she
attacks you instead!

GOLDEN SCARAB!
Sacrifice this instead of losing a
Ka point the next time you're
attacked.

GOLDEN IBIS!
Sacrifice this to learn a new spell
or restore an exhausted spell.

WATERING HOLE!

WATERING HOLE!

There are no treasures here.
Plenty of monsters, though.

There are no treasures here.
Plenty of monsters, though.

Set gains 3 Cobras.

Set gains 2 Tripedal Birds.

WATERING HOLE!

WATERING HOLE!

There are no treasures here.
Plenty of monsters, though.

There are no treasures here.
Plenty of monsters, though.

Set gains 2 Leopents.

Set gains 2 Hippos.

TEMPLE TO SET!
You stumble into one of Set's
temples. Set gains a Priest and
a Hippo, and may trade any
Events in his hand for new ones,
then draws up to his maximum
hand.

OASIS!
All heroes in this field heal 1 lost
Ka point. Restore 1 exhausted
spell.

CHANCE EVENTS

TEMPLE TO ISIS!
You stumble into one of your
temples. All members of your
party heal 1 lost Ka point. You
may restore 2 exhausted spells
or learn a new spell.

FLOOD!
The Nile seems to devour the
desert. All heroes in “aquatic”
fields lose their next turn. Set
gains a Hippo.

WELL, HELLO!
You bump into Horus the Falcon!
He agrees to join you on your
quest as an ally. If he is already
your ally, he teaches you a new
Sky spell!

MAGIC HICCUP!
Whoops! Guess you mumbled
the incantation or misread the
scroll: either way, exhaust one
spell.

WHY GOD?
Ra finds you untrustworthy, what
with all your questionable spellhoarding. He confiscates 1 spell
(Set’s choice) and returns it to its
respective spell deck.

WELL, HELLO!
You bump into Ammut the Beast!
He agrees to join you on your
quest as an ally. If he is already
your ally, he (somewhat
accidentally) teaches you a new
Nile spell!

GOLDEN IBIS!
Sacrifice this to learn a new spell
or restore an exhausted spell.

WHY GOD?
Mayet resents the wantonness of
your battles and hauls one of you
in for questioning. Set removes
an ally of his choice from the map,
rolls a die, and returns the ally to
you in that many turns.

CHANCE EVENTS

WELL, HELLO!
You bump into Young Anubis!
He agrees to join you on your
quest as an ally. If he is already
your ally, he teaches you a new
Life spell!

GOLDEN SCARAB!
Sacrifice this instead of losing a
Ka point the next time you're
attacked.

WELL, HELLO!
You bump into Tefen! He agrees
to join you on your quest as an
ally. If he is already your ally, he
teaches you a new Desert spell!

7
SPHINX!
The treasure guardian is a
terrible beast that spouts
taxing riddles. Roll dice equal
to your Ib: if you roll a 6, you
solve the riddle and defeat the
sphinx. Otherwise the sphinx
attacks you with 5 attack dice,
and this Event remains in play.

PIT TRAP!
You fell into a pit trap! Roll a
die and lose a Ka point on a 5
or 6. This hero's turn is over.

4

ANGRY MOBS!
Wading through the riots is
impossible. This hero's turn is
over.

2

3
HEAVY RAIN!
Everyone stays indoors, and
all shops are closed. You
cannot explore in this City right
now. This hero’s turn is over.

8
BAD DIRECTIONS!
Wait a minute...this is the
wrong city! Set moves you to
another City of his choice, and
your hero's turn is over.

12
MIRAGE!
Wait a minute...there's no city
here! Set moves this City to
an empty wadjet, and this
hero's turn ends.

13
SANDSTORM!
One of your precious items is
blown away, never to be seen
again.

9
PICKPOCKET!
Roll a die: on a 5 or 6, lose an
item of your choice.

10
DEADLY ANCIENT
PUZZLE!
The treasure is guarded by a
devious trap that must be
carefully solved. Roll dice
equal to your Ib: if you roll a 6,
you defeat the trap and claim
the treasure. Otherwise roll 3
dice, lose a Ka for every 5 or 6,
and leave this Event in play.

1
BOOBY TRAP!
The treasure is protected by a
painful trap that deals 2 Ka
points in damage. You may
leave the treasure (and this
Event) for now, or take the
treasure and suffer the
consequences.

6
SEA O' SERPENTS!
Countless deadly serpents
guard the entrance to the city.
You cannot enter the city until
Set draws a new Event, or
until you bump into Sobek –
until then this Event remains in
play.

16
CUUURRRSE!
You fall victim to a mummy's
curse! All rolls made by this
hero are reduced by 1 die (to a
minimum of 0) until Isis bumps
into another god.

SET EVENTS

1
BOOBY TRAP!
The treasure is protected by a
painful trap that deals 2 Ka
points in damage. You may
leave the treasure (and this
Event) for now, or take the
treasure and suffer the
consequences.

14
WHOOPS!
You took the wrong object!
You must explore the City
again to collect the correct
item.

PIT TRAP!
You fell into a pit trap! Roll a
die and lose a Ka point on a 5
or 6. This hero's turn is over.

4

ANGRY MOBS!
Wading through the riots is
impossible. This hero's turn is
over.

2

3
HEAVY RAIN!
Everyone stays indoors, and
all shops are closed. You
cannot explore in this City right
now. This hero’s turn is over.

15
SUNSTROKE!
Wandering the desert has
made you delirious! Set rolls a
die and moves you that many
spaces. This hero’s turn is
over.

11
MAGICAL TRAP!
All of this hero's active spells
are extinguished.

5
SHIFTING SANDS!
You sink into the sand outside
the City gate! You cannot
move or perform any actions
until one of your allies enters
this field. Until then, this Event
remains in play.
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SET EVENTS & STORM of SET

